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Broad Research Questions

1. What is the relationship between 
symbolic representations of number  
(e.g., number language) and non- 
symbolic ones (e.g., number sense)?

2. How do symbolic and non-symbolic 
systems for representing first come to be 
linked during development?



Plan of studies

1. Correlational studies with typical hearing 
preschoolers using verbal and non-verbal 
measures of # knowledge

2. Longitudinal study on verbal # knowledge 
and non-verbal # acuity

3. Descriptive analysis of verbal and non- 
verbal # development in DHH children
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Theories of number development
Language-dependent models 

(Condry & Spelke, 2007; Gordon, 2004; Carey, 2004; Carey & Sarnecka, 2008)

Language-independent models 
(Gelman & Butterworth, 2005; Leslie, Gallistel, & Gelman, 2007; Gelman & Gallistel, 1978)

Both models agree* on some cognitive primitives. 
• discriminable representations of small numbers (1-4) 
• noisy or approximate representations of large numbers 

The models explicitly disagree on the representation of large 
exact number: 

mapping problem vs. conceptual content problem

Neither theory explicitly predicts change in non-verbal number 
concepts related to acquisition of counting. 



Some reasons to think that language is related 
to changes in non-verbal number concepts.

Candidate mechanisms of change
Acuity in number sense
Capacity to track multiple objects or multiple sets of objects
Strategies like chunking
Iterative, non-verbal counting-like mechanisms

Number acuity changes over development.
(Xu & Spelke, 2000; Lipton & Spelke, 2004; Barth et al, 2005; Halberda & Feigenson, 2007)

Number acuity correlates with performance on standard 
math tests. (Gilmore, McCarthy & Spelke, 2006; Halberda et al., 2008)

Lower acuity on non-verbal number tasks in a population    
with no systematic counting system (Pirahã) (Gordon, 2004)



Pre-counters

One-knowers

Two-knowers

Three-knowers

Counting-principle knowers

CP-knowers + estimators

Correlation between jump 
from pre-counting to minimal 
counting proficiency and 
performance on comparison 
or matching tasks. 

No further correlation 
once acquiring minimal 
knowledge of cardinality.

All previous studies either 
ask about low numbers 
(<5) or do not have CP- 
knowers in their samples.

Wynn, 1990, 1992; Rouselle et al., 2004; Brannon & Van de Walle, 2001; 
Huntley-Fenner & Cannon, 2000; Mix, 1999; LeCorre & Carey, 2006
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Study 1. The caterpillar study.
Explores relationship between counting 

development and a non-verbal number task

A simple hypothesis
If major transitions in the development of counting 

are related to non-verbal number concepts, 
then CP knowers should outperform subset 

knowers on a non-verbal number task.



“This is Sammy the caterpillar. He wants 
to go for a walk. He needs enough 
socks to cover his feet, but if there 
are too many socks, it will make a 
mess and his parents will be angry. 
Can you get just enough socks to 
cover his feet?”

Children never prompted to count or 
asked how many feet.

Spontaneous counting allowed. 
First trial: 1 foot. Last trial: 2 feet.
Middle trials: fixed random order of 

3,6,7,9.  (In Study 2, we tried 5 & 20).

The caterpillar study

 

 

Caterpillar Task

1 s presentation of pictures.
What number word goes with this 

picture?

Fast Estimation

Can you please put N fish in the bowl?

Give-N

Can you please count these ducks?

Elicited counting



Participants

N=49
Mage = 49.5 mos. (range = 36-63 mos.)
All could establish stable ordered count list to 8
19 subset-knowers

Mage =47 mos. 
4 1-knowers, 8 2-knowers, 3 3-knowers, 3 4-knowers, 1 5-knower

30 CP-knowers
Mage =51 mos.
14 poor estimators, 16 good estimators



Predictions

Hypothesis 1
CP and subset knowers will not differ on this task.

Because the concepts are prior to language.

Hypothesis 2
CP knowers will outperform subset knowers.

1. because they will count.
2. because some will generate verbal estimates.

Hypothesis 3
CP knowers will outperform subset knowers.

Because verbal counting was dependent on change in 
non-verbal conceptual systems. 



CP and SS knowers perform 
differently on large-number trials.
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CP and SS knowers perform 
differently on large-number trials.
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Mean Total Error on 6,7,9
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Effects are not just due to counting.
X2(1)=3.28, p=.07 SS CP

Sometimes count 7 19
Never count 12 11

Effect of knower-level on total 
accuracy, controlling for age 

and counting:

Age: F(1,45)=2.43, p=.126, NS
Counting: F(1,45)=11.71, p=.001
CP/SS: F(1,45)=7.159, p=.01



Effects are not due to estimation.
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Summary & conclusions

Non-verbal change coincident with SS-to-CP transition:      
attentional shift to numbers beyond the 3-4 range?
less blurry representations in magnitude system?

Direction of causal influence is not clear.
• more differentiated representation would make it easier to 

map labels to quantities
• labels might invite differentiation of “blurs” on the number 

line

“one” “two” “three”“four” “five”“one” “two” “three” “four” “fivesixseveneightnine” “six” “seven”“eight”“nine”



4

Verbal and non-verbal 
number line task. 

0 10



Moving forward

1. Correlational studies
develop new tasks; identify relationships 
between symbolic and non-symbolic systems

2. Longitudinal study
model verbal & non-verbal growth curves

3. DHH children (focusing on cochlear implants)
in children with only language delays, 

do we also see conceptual delays in 
number? 
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